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ARTICLES
A SPRINGBOKON THE SOMME:JOE SAMUELS,
A SOUTH AFRICANVETERAN OF THE GREATWAR
BILL NASSON
The oral history of Joseph Samuels, undoubtedly one of the
sole surviving South African veterans of World War One,
and certainly the only confirmed living survivor of the South
African Infantry Brigade which fought in the Battle of
Delville Wood during the July 1916 Somme offensive, offers a unique opportunity for understanding and analysing
something of the roller coaster experience of the 1914-18
War for a white African colonial volunteer. It is not only as
a sharp and buoyant witness to unfolding events in German
South West Africa and on the Western Front that his striking
testimony is so valuable. The thick detail of his measured
war narrative affords a far more nuanced and realistic portrayal of the tone and texture of armed South African Great
War involvement than is currently available in the established secondary historical literature.
The life and war memories of Joseph Samuels came to
me essentially unsolicited. In May 1995, the Department of
History at the University of Cape Town was contacted by
his American nephew, Stephen Samuels, who was curious
to find out on behalf of his relative if there were any historians with an interest in World War One soldiering experience. Quite fortuitously, at about this time I was developing
a modest research interest in the impact of the Great War
upon South African society, with a particular interest in
ferreting out evidence on the social and cultural meanings of
the legacy of war and collective remembrance. It turned out
that having lived in Cape Town more or less continuously
between the early 1900s and 1991, the year in which he
emigrated to live with close relatives in the USA, Joseph
Samuels had returned to the city on a brief two- week family
holiday. For a historian finding that World War One research was to have an uncomfortably close kinship with a
grave robber, to stumble upon a living South African veteran was to discover a Lazarus. More immediately, prior to
what became an extended interview stretching over several
days, I learned why Joseph Samuels, a man whose memory
of war had long been a 'passive' fragment of his family
identity, had suddenly become an 'active' narrator, wanting
to tell his story. On his return to Cape Town, he had heard
of the death of a last surviving Delville Wood comrade.
Now he was alone, close to one hundred years of age, but his
wiry body was still keeping its own time, and his need was
to leave some record of his personal service experiences.
That record, in the shape of an interview in a spot overlooking the Table Bay Harbour from which Joseph Samuels had
sailed off to war in 1914, therefore emerged from a very
particular moment for the respondent: a sense of sadness and
finality with the snapping of the last remaining bond of

I

Joe Samuels

social kinship with a fellow veteran of the Great War, and
a wish to enact and imprint memory on the historical record.
This epic of small transactions and events makes a valuable addition to South African historiography of the Great
War in a number of crucial areas. The motivations behind
Joe Samuels' 1914 enlistment, his understandings of wartime conduct and of how war was being made, the profound
personal effect upon him of the frightful slaughter of the
Somme, and his decidedly ambivalent relationship to post1918 rituals of war remembrance and commemoration, provide a fascinating glimpse of an almost unknown seam of
white South African war experience and identity. While
middle-class infantrymen left behind a reasonable dusting
of letters, diaries, and even memoirs for the post- 19 14 conflict, the adjacent world of working class and lower middle
class soldiers remains just about completely unknown. We
may, in fact, know rather more about the social worlds of
ordinary black South African army recruits1 than we do
about white working-class settlers. In this sense, through the
linear war narrative of Joseph Samuels, the so-called inarticulate or hidden becomes voluble, helping not merely to
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broaden existing historical knowledge, but to interrogate
andalterhistoricalunderstandingof the full contextin which
South African volunteers experienced military and other
demandsof the Great War.
ENLISTMENT AND COLLECTIVE
INDIVIDUALISM
Joseph Samuels - Joe to his family and friends from an
earlyage - was bornon 19 November 1897 nearCarnarvon
in North Wales, one of seven children of a poor Jewish
family. His father was an oyster-catcherand his mother
scrapedalong as a casual fisheries worker.Towardsthe end
of 1901, Joe accompaniedpart of his immediatefamily to
Cape Town, South Africa, his emigrant father fancifully
gamblingon 'makinggold' once the turn-of-thecenturywar
between British imperialism and Southern African Boer
republicanismhad ended. But instead of being paved with
gold, the pavements simply scraped his skin. After a few
desultoryyears of ElementaryGrade schooling, his restive
son slipped school for the Kimberley diamond fields and
thereafterthe Belgian Congo, where, at the itchy age of
abouttwelve or thirteen,Joe foundworkin warehousingand
logging. 'I didn't particularlylike loadinggoods', he recalls,
'butit was betterthanschool, and I was free to go whenever
I wanted to'. The responsibilities of his sinewy boyhood
were few, with his early teens seeing him driftingbetween
Leopoldville and casual office errandjobs in Johannesburg.
It was on the Witwatersrand,as he was againpreparingto
returnto the Congo, thathe first learnedof the outbreakof a
Europeanwar, 'On the streets... I never looked at a newspaper'. Dismissive of his Cape Town family's apprehensions, a sixteen-year-oldJoe swiftly massaged his age and
volunteeredfor infantryservice in the Rand Rifles. Distant
from any anchoring structureof home community or the
stiffening presence of an established nest of friends, Joe
recollectsan unusuallysolitaryenlistment,driftinginto military service by impulse ratherthan being driven by masculine bravado or any patriotic tenacity. First and foremost
among motivationswas a hankering'for something different', a release fromhaving 'to be a messengerboy', in which
'regularpay for a steadyperiodwasn't to be sneezed at'. Not
particularlygripped by the rash of later-1914 war rallies,
public meetings, and press exhortationwhich enveloped urban centres in the Union of South Africa,2Joe has trouble
thinking of any animatingbeliefs about enlisting to fight,
other than knowing of 'some problems with the Kaiser'.
Here, in one of the few evident sequentialslippages in his
narration,he apparentlyconflatesWorldWarOne withWorld
WarTwo (in which he also served, but as a non-combatant).
A furthersentimentbehindjoining the Rand Rifles was an
awareness'of a lot of discriminationagainstJews. Anybody
of theJewishfaith,like me, couldn'tnot be worried'.Equally,
Joe recalls of his service obligation that he had limits in
mind. He did not necessarilyanticipatebeing despatchedto
make war upon Germans. For him, a good soldier meant
'defendingourborder',guardingthe Union againstany menace from neighbouringGermanSouth West Africa.
32
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This submerged, largely sub-political nexus of humdrumpreoccupationsand aspirationsin no way corresponds
to the clear and unambiguous depiction in contemporary
South Africanhistoricalliteratureof the social composition
and motives of loyal, English-speakingwhite South African
volunteers in 1914. Starting with John Buchan in 1920,3
these representationshave continued to affirm fixed structures of historical 'character',and an overarchingideological sensibility. In sum, drawnfrom a well-schooled middle
class social elite and bondedby colonial traditionsof settler
militarism and rugby-chorusmasculinity, these volunteer
soldiers were of an intensely ideological kind. Exuberantly
pro-empireto a man, for English South African patriots,
Dominion citizenship was Empire citizenship; steeped in
the Anglo-Saxonor Anglo-Celticraceprideof school, church,
and militia armoury,men were drawn to arms in 1914 by a
burningsense of duty and intensely patrioticpurpose.4Most
of all, as a whole, Union volunteers are depicted by South
African militaryhistoriansin fundamentallyidealist terms,
as believing thatthey were fighting for an abstractcause: for
a budding'Springbok'nationalismand for the 'freedoms' of
a British Empire to which they felt indissolubly linked.
Finally, this war universe was structuredpsychologically
arounda clusterof elite beliefs andculturalcertaintieswhich
looked to the anticipatedmilitary romance and dramaof a
Europeanbattlefield.As Africa's pugnaciousemissaries of
Europeancivilization, the Union's colonial boys were eager
to embracean imaginaryreal war, pantingfor combat in the
trenchesof Mons and Ypres.
How far are such depictions an accuratepicture of the
world of South Africaninfantry?Obviously, withoutnecessarily claiming too much for the 'representivity' of Joe
Samuels' singularrecollectionof early wartimeatmosphere,
whatcan be said is thathis revelationof the personaland the
particularstands as a kind of social and cultural counterweight to simplistic affirmationsof the homogeneous class
characterand worthy combat motivationof South Africa's
white World War One volunteers.The raw materialof Joe
Samuels does not conform to the standardpatterning of
South African GreatWar historiography:his life testimony
points to the need for disaggregation,and the explorationof
differing,intersecting,horizonsof personalwar experience.
Like othercombatantnations, South Africanengagementto
fight was collective: what this life history alerts us to is the
need to understandthat as collective individualism.
THE WHITE ZULUS
Before Christmas 1914, 'Sammy' (as he swiftly became
dubbedby the men of his platoon) found the borderof the
Union of South Africa beginning to move, and he with it.
Responding to a British War Cabinet request that South
Africanforces should invade and seize controlof the neighbouring German protectorateof South West Africa, the
Uniongovernmentthrustoff a seaborneinvasionforce which
includedthe Rand Rifles. Imbricatedin Sammy's stories of
the 1914-15 conquest of German South West Africa is a
light or even lyrical mode of war remembrance,and a bob-
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bing image of the invasion as a very low-key, rambling sort
of do. Meeting no resistance when taking the capital of
Windhoek, Sammy 'waded ashore' to assemble with his
company on 'sand as fine as flour' and 'white as pearls'.
Guarding railway lines from a dugout post for several weeks,
his major preoccupations were the scorching heat and running sand, making it 'a job keeping your rifle working'.
Once reassigned to the mobile interior campaign of the
Expeditionary Force, Sammy anticipated 'going to the desert
to meet the enemy', but confrontation remained rather elusive. 'We never saw them ... a few prisoners were the only
enemy I remember seeing, if they were the enemy. I suppose
they must have been, even if we weren't fighting them'.
Shortly before his departure from German South West Africa around mid-1915, Sammy had two encounters which he
recalls as particularly poignant images of the German South
West African war. One was guarding a clump of 'German
political prisoners, they were civilians, mostly businessmen', who 'looked far too miserable to be real spies'. While
'doing what I had to do', Sammy felt it difficult 'to think of
them as our enemy.' For Private Samuels, the African conflict with Germany had not conjured up the old notion of war
as a breeding-ground of mutual respect between opposing
warriors (still perpetuated by many historians); even less
had it produced loathing of the enemy. In all, it had been
mostly a puzzle: an engagement in which none of his 'pals'
met injury or death, and a flat victory over a community
which seemed perpetually confused and disoriented, 'so few
Germans, I couldn't feel what the threat was . . . they just
didn't seem to be any sort of real enemy . . . how could they
be, if all you did was feel sorry for them?' A second moment
was some realisation of the racially segregated and discriminatory terms of service in the South African army. Finding
himself being coached in mule-riding by Coloured drivers
of the Cape Corps Labour Battalion, Sammy remembers
feeling an ambivalent mixture of sympathetic admiration for
'a tough lot', and a sense of his own group's social exclusivity and superiority. He found them 'tough soldiers whose lot
seemed to be more work for less pay . . . their position was
lower than us, so we never thought of them as pals'.
Now integrated into a group of men from mostly laternineteenth century British immigrant families, Sammy joined
several 'pals' or 'mates' who, after their German South
West Africa service discharge, opted to re-enlist in August
1915 in a further South African Expeditionary Force. This
was the four battalion-strong 1st South African Infantry
Brigade, raised for deployment on the Western Front. Here
again, emphasis in the historical literature falls on the middle
class voluntarism and esprit de corps of this contingent,
'businessmen, civil servants, academics, students',5 whose
'level of education and breeding was singularly high'.6 What
Sammy offers up of his own life and that of other 3rd
Transvaal and Rhodesia Regiment volunteers who included
decidedly lower class miners, mechanics and craftsmen, are
glimmers of a less heroic and seamless war narration.
Thus, disciplinary impositions after arrival in Britain in
April 1916, arduous training at Borden and Aldershot, and

poor pay pushed some men close to a border line of rebellion. One especially rankling issue was the Union government decision in 1916 to cut the pay of South African
infantry privates to British Army levels. Among 3rd Regiment infantrymen whose measure of personal worth was the
higher British Dominion earnings of Australian, New Zealand and Canadian troops, 'there was almost a rebellion, real
trouble was coming'. Although South African infantry allowances were subsequently improved, the miserable bottom rate of Is per day still left Sammy and his pals feeling
'more like beggars than anything else . . . you could hardly
afford smokes'. Popular dislike focused upon the tight-fisted
Union Cabinet Minister, Sir Thomas Smartt, encapsulated
as a mean ogre in soldiers ditties which Sammy is still able
to recite with hypnotic precision and instinctive relish. In
one cherished recollection:
All for a bob a day
Bob a day
Bob a day
All for a bob a day
Bob a day
Bob
Hold him down
The lousy bugger
Hold him down
The money chief
Hold him down
Sir Effing Smartt
Hold him down
While we fart

>
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SouthAfrican Scottisharrive in Marseilles.
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This raucous 1916-17 refrain is a sardonic version of a
white colonial 'tribal' song, recycled and refashionedfrom
late-nineteenthcenturySouthernAfricansettlerfolk memory.
The stock piece, 'Hold him down, you Zulu warrior.Hold
him down, you Zulu chief, was a mock, dressing-room
chant to the essentialist 'warriorspirit' of the Zulu, by the
early twentieth-centurya subjugated and caged Southern
African society, simultaneouslyglamorised and demeaned
by white observers.Like many othersoldiers of the Infantry
Brigade,Sammy indulged in 'Zulu' burlesqueas one of the
fiercely masculine ritual inventions which reinforced the
South Africans' sense of a distinctive African imperialcamaraderieand identity.7For Sammy:
Well, we did a fair bit of prancingabout I suppose,
what with our native war cries and shaking rifles
above our heads like spears. That was our sort of
emblem, you could say, or our mark,coming as we
did from South Africa.
HELL ARRIVED -

ON THE WESTERN FRONT

Upon reachingthe WesternFrontduring May 1916, trench
combatconditions presenteda seemingly unintelligibletangle, a simmering war of stalemate where 'almost nothing
was active', yet where exacting line deployment routines
left Sammy 'cold as hell' from the mud and water, and
'always fagged out'. Like the Senegalese conscript, Kande
Kamara,whose oral record of West African experience of
the GreatWarwas capturedin 1976,8Sammy was struckby
the contrast between the parcelled, arable countryside of
northernFrance,and the immensity of African landscapes.
And, like Kamara,he, too, recalls grapplingfor some meaningful understandingof what was meant to be going on, 'it
was plain that knowledge was not for privates'.The general
invisibility of a British High Commandseemed particularly
baffling to the Rand Rifleman, who remembersnot merely
seeing, but being spoken to, by GeneralLouis Botha, South
Africa'sprimeministerandcommander-in-chiefof the Union
forces in the GermanSouthWest Africacampaign.This was
one of the ways in which Sammy first felt the shift from a
commandocampaign to a Europeanmass industrialwar: a
shift from known, cherished leadership to a more remote
generalship,which kept comprehensionat arm's length.
Up to the July 1916 Somme offensive, Sammy's Western Frontposting appearednot to resemble 'the diffuse and
chaotic experiences of trenchwarfare'reflectedby the German veterans whose war memories were probed in this
journalseveral years ago.9 Conditionsseemed more a paradoxical combinationof intensely ordered,numbingroutine
('I prayedfor anythingto escape this, even for fighting'), of
regularoscillation between trench lines, and yet simultaneously of 'never knowing what the hell was going on, certainly down where we were, we were mostly just stuck out
therein the open, hoping we would eventuallysee what was
going on'. Approachingmid-July, Sammy's battalion was
preparedfor a night march,with stops leaving men 'standing aroundin the dark, it was two or three a.m., none of us
34
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knowing where the hell we were, or where we would be
going'. In exasperatedanticipation,men groped aroundin a
world of the unseen.
While in generaltermsuncomfortablyawareof the heavy
losses which British forces had already sustained on the
Somme, Sammy did not at this juncture anticipatethe carnage which now awaited the 1st South African Infantry
Brigade.At dawn on 15 July, he found himself in the vicinity of 'a big forest, thick and green ... it looked a lovely
spot'. Althoughclose by his platoonencountered'quite a lot
of dead bodies' which had 'turneddarkblue . . . gassed, that
was why', the densely oaked woodland ahead still looked
like 'a handyplace for a rest, and to have a cup of coffee, or
whatever'. The looming spot, however, was hardly recreational. This was the enemy-held territoryof Delville Wood
on the Germansecond line, thickly occupied by entrenched
Bavariantroops who were aided by the availability of formidable blanketing artillery fire. German command had
stipulatedthatthe Wood be held at whatevercost. Likewise,
Brigadier-General'Tim' Lukin, the South African Brigade
Commander,hadacceptedBritishXIII Corpssignals to take
Delville Wood at 'all costs'.10
That price was to be carriedby Joe Samuels and some
3,000-odd fellow Springbokinfantrymen.Between 15 and
18 July (when he was wounded and withdrawnfrom combat), Sammy found himself at the outermostmarginof humanendurancein the pulverisingBattle of Delville Wood or
'Devil's Wood' or 'NightmareWood' (as it quickly came to
be called by both sides), in the words of one prominent
interwarhistorian, 'the bloodiest battle hell of 1916'.11 As
formationsbrokeup into virtualfree-for-allcombatgrounded
upon continuous attacks and counter-attacks,and horrendous shelling, Sammy's recollection is that 'hell arrived. . .
what we found ourselves in is still unspeakable, in every
minuteof our situationthen it was kill or die'. His traumatic
Delville Wood experience is articulatedin three especially
intense and expressive ways. One is the tremendousheat of
the battlefield, 'boiling, hotter than the Congo', and the
effect of this upon unburiedcorpses, 'it was everywhere,
that smell, just of rotting away aroundyou'; anotheris the
sense of disorientation,or of being 'almost in a trance', and
of an uncanny numbness in engaging with the enemy, 'no
feelings at all, really, all I knew was self-preservation,perhaps that was what the Germans knew too'; a third is a
broodingsilence aboutthe deathsof comradeshe witnessed
personally,as an apparentmeans of coping with the haunting legacy of Delville Wood. Deadpanyet inwardly flinching, this is, in a sense, the taboo side of Sammy's war
memory, where 'all I can say is that the whole thing was
terrible.I know what happenedto people, but it's too painful, it's too bad to thinkabout,even now'. For Joe Samuels,
the dead are to be left on the field of battle. He stresses that
unlike some othersoldiersof the South AfricanBrigadewho
sought to commemoratethe Delville Wood dead immediately after the battle, he found it too painful to pay ritual
homage to the dead, particularlythose whose faces and
words had markedthem out as erstwhile close companions.
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'The Springboksrepel a Germancounter-attackin Delville Wood' (above); Delville Wood, September 1916 (below).
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Althoughhis personalemotionalshroudover fallencomrades has long been taut, he remembers in considerable
detail his own bloodstained bandages and the date of his
shrapnel wound. On 18 July, he was stretchered out of
Delville Wood and consigned to a dressing-stationin the
nearbyvillage of Longueval. Sammy recalls feeling fatalistic, 'not knowing when I'd be fixed up to go back into that
horror,but for that moment I felt saved, and that felt like
enough'. Two days later, having played a crucial role in
helping to captureand cling on to Delville Wood, Sammy's
haggard Brigade was relieved by British reinforcements.
The Springbokcontingent had been decimated:a force of
3153 men on 15 July had been whittleddown to a musterof
just over 700 men by 20 July. Final casualties exceeded
2500 killed, wounded, missing presumeddead or captured.
Sammy had shrapnelin his skull, but his luck hadbeen with
him, for 'no one else in my own section came out at all,
dead, all of them dead'.
South Africa's pro-war press scrambledto constructa
settlernationalistmythology aroundDelville Wood, 'a pasture of heroic khaki gazelles'12, cast as an experience of
sacrificial national achievement and masculine resolve to
echo the Australianand New ZealandAnzac legend and the
militaryprowess said to have been demonstratedby Canadians at Ypres in 1915. Delville Wood conjuredup a South
African Gallipoli, that of the myth of nationhoodthrough
fire. Meanwhile, at a somewhat lower level, Sammy was
heading back from the Western Front for treatmentand
recovery in a London hospital.
AroundOctober 1916, Sammy was shipped across to a
Frenchtrainingground at Rouen, 'one of those bull rings',
in which 'sergeants made sure you were made fit again,
ready to be slaughtered'. After these rigours, he spent 'a
long time, four, maybe five months', occupying trenches
aroundArras.Here,for Sammyandhis comradestherewere
relatively few casualties, but severe winter weather, the
exhaustion and misery of trench life, and the repeateddemands of trench-raidingparties made this anotherburdensome posting. Sammy remembers'everyone having to volunteerat least once' for a stormingpartyto raidthe German
frontline, 'often late at nightor before dawn, a mad,dangerous business'. Men 'blackened up' with smears of candle
soot to reduce their visibility, and 'chargedacross like Zulus', perhapsemulating their Springboksoldiering identity
of le Zulu blanc.
In one of these madcapepisodes Sammy became entangled in Germanwire and was again wounded, this time by
a defender's bayonet. He recollects thereaftera Channel
crossing by hospital ship in which he and other invalided
SouthAfricaninfantryprivatessharedtheirgrowingdistrust
of British brass hats, and expressed anger at the lack of
service rewardsfor lower-rankingcolonial volunteers.One
biting chant, especially effective for both remembranceand
recitationbecause of its simplicity, was a cocky marching
piece aired on the voyage:
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Springboksduck
Springbokspluck
Springboksfly
Springboksdie
But this side of the ocean
You get no promotion
But this side of the ocean
You get no promotion
Following a further'bull ring' stiffening at Calais, Sammy
was posted back to the Somme areawhere he remaineduntil
September 1917 when, with other 'Johannesburger'remnants of the 3rd Regiment, he took partin the Third Battle
of Arras.He evidently continuedto lead an extraordinarily
charmed life. At one point he was reported missing, presumed dead, news which tipped his Cape Town family into
black mourning- and he understandablyrelishes an opportunity to display treasuredcopies of his official newspaper
death notification.13At another, he nearly drowned in the
engulfing mud of Ypres, 'like filthy soup, pouringinto me'.
After days of mostly prostratetrench warfare,Sammy sustained a shoulderwound from a shell burst, and for a third
time was hauledaway 'so they could have me doctoredup'.
He found himself worrying increasingly about a further
combat round,as 'so many had gone West', and 'probably
this time you'd be your own grave-digger'. But his war as
an infantryregularwas about to end.
Still weak after treatmentand lengthy convalescence at
an Eastbournetreatmentcamp, Sammy was now classified
unsuitable for furtherfront-line duty. The last year of the
war saw him working as an orderly in a supply base at
Folkestone, a posting from which combat life in France:
Felt unreal. It was hardto believe that we and the
Germanswere just going on and on, killing each
other, and all this only a few miles away. I felt
myself longing for South Africa's sun. Being away
from it all, I seem to have lived a hundredlives. And
when I thought about those Somme battles, it all
seemed like some terribledream.
One more life lay ahead. In November 1918, Joe Samuels
left Southamptonaboard the 'Galway Castle' for South
Africa and demobilisation. With the poorest possible timing, the dawn of Armistice Day, Sammy's ship was torpedoed in the Bay of Biscay by a U-boat.14Pitchedinto the sea,
he rolled onto a raft, 'watching the lights going out on our
ship, which was slipping slowly under the water', and was
finally to be picked up by a British cruiser. Following his
fourth close shave, Sammy's war eventually ended at
Maitland Dispersal Camp, Cape Town, in February 1919,
where he was dischargedwith a clutch of meal and railway
tickets, 'a couple of pounds', and 'a dark suit, which was
much too shortand much too tight, quite a joke at the time'.
WAR MEMORIES
Thereare a numberof generalconcludingobservationsto be
made about this 'war memory biography' and the structure
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of its composition. First, re-interviewing over several days,
probing the same ground and checking incidental detail,
produced stories and memories of events characterised by
astonishingly consistent and precise construction. There was
almost no descriptive variation across a number of repeated
versions. In this sense, the seemingly self-contained core of
Joe Samuels' memory of war differs from what is more or
less an oral history convention: namely, that each time a
story from memory is told or re-told, almost inevitably the
opportunity opens up for fluctuating emphases, perhaps disclosing entirely new information or sometimes appreciably
amending the actual rendition of historical detail.15
The reasons for Sammy's constancy and staunch adherence to a particularly formulaic way of remembering are
probably likely to be forever elusive. But one factor may be
his unusual isolation from established clusters of other exservicemen after 1918. He had no desire to 'get together'
with other veterans to reconnect with any collective memory
of South West Africa, Picardy, or Flanders; instead, a long16
enduring, individual 'repression of war experience' and a
deliberate distancing from South African veterans'
associational culture sprang from his imagination of the
infernal, a sense of unspeakable horror at the heart of his
Delville Wood experience. Sammy's pattern of remembering may therefore be relatively 'autonomous', rather than
continuously reconstructed over time with the encrustations
of shared knowledge at reunions and swapping of stories
through active contacts with old pals. Neither was his memory
of the Great War much validated through reading the reconstructions of war memory produced by some more articulate
and literary Delville Wood veterans in the 1920s and 1930s:
'What was there to read? I knew how it had been. What
more was there?'
In this way, Sammy's war memory is crafted rather
differently from that of Australian Great War veterans such
as Percy Bird or Fred Farrall, whose absorption in the Anzac
remembrance culture of ex-servicemen has been explored so
illuminatingly by Alistair Thomson.17 South Africa had no
popularising official war correspondent of the like of Australia's Charles Bean to circulate revivalist accounts of
masculine prowess in the trenches of the Western Front.
And in another important respect, the social legacy of the
war was less prominent here than in other British Dominions. The presence of South African Great War veterans was
comparatively thin: while New Zealand, for example, had
put forty-two percent of its adult male population on active
service, stark pro-war and anti-war divisions between English empire loyalists and nationalist Afrikaners meant that
the Union had mobilised just ten percent of its settler population.
Second, a significant number of Sammy's observations
and encounters echo servicemen's letters and diaries written
in the immediacy of combat experience, most significantly
in the 1915-16 South African transition from a somewhat
obscure, sub-imperial 'small war' in German South West
Africa to the dreadful ferocity of fighting in France. Crossing continents was both an extreme widening of war expe-

rience, and a visceral deepening of its Europeanised intensity.
Third, Sammy was not an ideological volunteer, and
represents an alternative construct to the 'high diction' of
South African military history which has continued to represent English and loyalist Afrikaner war volunteers in Europe as an educated class elite which enlisted through national patriotic conviction and empire duty.
The fourth and final conclusion is perhaps the most
striking. In the aftermath of the war, Sammy had no stomach
for any involvement in the mostly elite remembrance exercises of Delville Day Parades, ceremonies and services. For
this scarred and solitary veteran, there was no pride in the
post-war articulation of a legendary Delville Wood narrative of national white South African sacrifice in a war for
civilisation and democracy. As he wryly stresses, he only
joined the Memorable Order of Tin Hats (MOTHS), the
locally based association of ex-servicemen, late in the 1930s,
'because you could get a few discounts, for insurance and
things like that'. Another stifling factor was the robustly
Christian form and procedure of Delville Wood commemorative gatherings and anniversary rituals which Sammy found
'well, I think their interest was only in talking about Jesus
and people's sacrifice'. In contemplating an exclusively
Christian sacred space for commemoration of the dead, it
was Sammy's Jewishness which left him estranged, aware
that 'I had my own faith, but there was never any place for
it'.
Above all, though, the horror of battle at Delville Wood
had revealed to Joe Samuels the hideous cost of the war, and
had invested it with an almost incommunicable crust of
personal tragedy. He had escaped death, while his surrounding pals had been slaughtered to a man. 'Dead, all of them . . .
I still can't bear to think of that, even today. The war took
my pals, and I can't go back to thinking about that part'.
This insistence on a silent memory of his most traumatic
combat experience perhaps reflects two realities about the
way in which Joe Samuels has lived the 'meaning' of his
war. One is that of the haunted survivor of the Great War,
his back turned on ritualistic public expression of a collective war memory which was in any event less unifying than
in belligerent European countries. This reinforces one sense
of himself as a man who has felt war at its most savage, and
yet has developed the fortitude to leave behind forever
images of dead and mutilated comrades. Yet, in the end, it
is another meaning which may be the more compelling.
Sammy's silence about, or apparent distancing from, the
most intensely traumatic events of the 1916 battlefield may
be in part a means of coping with a frightening memory of
hideous images, or partly a sign of his inability to come to
terms with the enduringly unendurable. But the real key to
understanding this dimension of Joe Samuels' memory may
ultimately be social: 'knowing' the watershed of battle as a
soldier provides no bridging language to those who do not.
This case study underlines Richard Holmes' knowing
observation that the outpouring of 'military memoirs and
myriad of wartime anecdotes are only one side of the equa-
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tion: on the other is reticence'. Perhaps Sammy simply
exemplifies this important understanding.
Sometimes a reluctance to talk about 'their' war reflects
not only veterans' desire to avoid rummaging amongst unpleasant memories, or their feeling that an outsider cannot
possibly understand what they have to say: they are also
reluctant to let someone else into a world which belongs to
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